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Watercool SILENTstar HDQuad Rev2.0

$122.95

Product Images

Short Description
The Rev2.0 of the successful SILENTstar HD cooler series sets new standards. The SILENTstar HD-Dual Rev2.0
cools and decouples two hard drives like never before. The cooling elements are made from massive
copperplates, paired with tops from black POM. This material mix provides best cooling performance and allows
for excellent decoupling. A thin stainless steel tubing connects both cooling blocks, which feature large cross
sections and G1/4“-threads for ﬁttings.
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Description
The Rev2.0 of the successful SILENTstar HD cooler series sets new standards. The SILENTstar HD-Dual Rev2.0
cools and decouples two hard drives like never before. The cooling elements are made from massive
copperplates, paired with tops from black POM. This material mix provides best cooling performance and allows
for excellent decoupling. A thin stainless steel tubing connects both cooling blocks, which feature large cross
sections and G1/4“-threads for ﬁttings.
One of the new generation’s highlights is the possibility to cool the drives’ electronics as well by mounting the
optional SILENTstar bottomplates.
A stainless steel casing, padded with additional sound insulation, encloses the cooler completely. The high
quality insulation is made from one layer of heavy bitumen and a second layer of compressed foam material.
This combination ensures almost complete absorption of both vibrations and high frequency noise.
Mounting is easy as the cooler ships preassembled. Only the drives need to be installed, and then the whole box
can be mounted with M3 screws into two 5.25” bays. Quick-mounting mechanisms are compatible as well.

Specifications
Material: Electrolytic copper, stainless steel, POM
Dimensions (L x W x H): 172.5 x 146.0 x 126 mm
Weight: 2800 g
Threads: 2x G ¼” (DIN ISO 228-1)
Compatible to: 4x SATA HD (3.5”)

Included:
1x SILENTstar HD-Quad Rev2.0
1x Installation material/manual
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Additional Information
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Brand

Watercool

SKU

WC-10425

Weight

3.0000

Color

Silver

Msc Watercool

HDD/SSD Waterblock

Material

Copper
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